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What are we?
• Copernicus Gold is a technological platform developed by a team
which has considerable experience in banking
• We have launched several banking projects in Russia in the last 20
years
• The platform was first announced at APPMC 2017
• Early adopters of the blockchain technology and digital gold
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Is blockchain good for gold?
• At first sight: many advantages and ”magical” technical features
(integrity checking, cryptography, signatures, immutability, failover)
• More fair to customers: no changes without authorization
• More transparent to regulators: no way to hide anything on the
balance sheet
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Why is blockchain still no big deal?
• Diving deeper: an overestimated technology, people use it as a silver
bullet for all possible and impossible problems
• Most projects are similar: substantiated (by something) tokens on
blockchains or tracking something on blockchains
• It does not solve any customers' problems by itself: it is rather a
solution which allows to find a problem
• Our vision: blockchain is just a technical thing, a tricky database. But
we should start from our customers' problems first
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Introducing Copernicus Gold
• CG platform uses blockchain as a secure
storage of transactions and remainders
• Many layers and applications which fulfill the
customers needs
• A high level of internal automation and lowcost processes
• A B2B platform for quickly launching retail
products connected with electronic
currencies and tokens

• a high-level API
• math models for management of
substantiation of electronic currencies
• gateways to banks, payment systems, forex
exchanges, trade systems
• mobile and web apps ready for the market.
KYC/AML subsystem.
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Why Singapore?
• A pro-business environment with a clear and transparent regulation
strategy (of how these regulations will evolve)
• A central location in SEA and an extremely huge number of players
and opportunities
• Our strategy: finding strong partners in different businesses - precious
metals, renewable energy, digital banking, cross-border transfers,
lending (B2B)
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Announcement of JV: GoldPlus Assets
• We have a joint venture project created together
with GoldSilver Central for applying tokenization to
gold bullions and coins
• An example of a successful collaboration in
Singapore between a tech company and a company
that has been operating in the precious metals
market for years
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GoldPlus Assets
• Quick estimation how much of assets I own
• Live valuation available 24/7 on your phone
• Converting gold to jewellery or selling it for fiat currencies
• Trade your gold
• Additional services from this gold, e.g. a collateral loan
• Visit us: www.goldplusassets.com
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Thank you!

Alexey Romanchuk, CTO, Copernicus Gold/ GoldPlus Assets
a@copernicusgold.com
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